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REUs/REMs/Internships tied to Summer work
(estimated at about 280+ hours of commitment based on 30hrs/wk x 10 weeks or 35 hrs/wk x 8 wks)

Q1: Can the experience go digital?
- YES
- NO

Digital protocol:
1- Address IRB protocol change to include digital contacts (and optional recordings)
2- set up weekly team meetings with staff, etc.
3- set up D2L site and zoom
4- Set up daily check-ins with individual students 3x day = mentoring
5- Define daily tasks for participant to perform
6- Define weekly deliverables for participant to perform
7- Create daily learning activities

COVID-19 protocols in workspace/labs:
- 6 foot distance – no more than 1 individuals in a space at a given time
- no show with symptoms
- digital preferred
- opt out option
- wipe/clean/wash constantly

Q2: Can it take place in Fall 2020 and/or Spring 2021?
- Offer 10/wk x 15wks version = 300 hours
- Offer 5/wk x 30 wks version = 300 hours

Q3: Can it be postponed until Summer 2021?
- YES
  - Request Extension or if your last year – request No Cost Extension
- NO
  - work with PO
  - Investigate if funds can be used for other UG activities?
  - cancel (not preferred)

IRB protocol: if you have IRB for this effort, you will need to change your language for digital approach
Robust Summer Activities for PK-12 Youth

(Upward Bound, Linking SW Heritage Through Archaeology, POEM)

Q1: Can the experience go digital?

- YES
- NO

Digital protocol:
1- Address IRB protocol change to include digital contacts (and optional recordings)
2- set up D2L site and zoom (or other platform)
3- set up weekly team meetings with staff
4- Set up daily check-ins with individual students
3x day = mentoring
5- ID on line program options & learning activities
6- Define weekly deliverables for participant to perform

Q2: Can it take place in Fall 2020 and/or Spring 2021?

- YES
- NO

Fall or Spring
- Move programming to weekends and/or Fall and/or Spring Breaks

Fall & Spring
- Consider modifying program and eliminating some activities – get PO approval

Q3: Can it be postponed until Summer 2021?

- YES
- NO

Request Extension or if your last year – request No Cost Extension

COVID-19 protocols in workspace/labs:
- 6 foot distance – no more than 1 individual in a space at a given time
- no show with symptoms
- digital preferred
- opt out option
- wipe/clean/wash constantly

IRB protocol: if you have IRB for this effort, you will need to change your language for digital approach

Fall & Spring
- Move programming to weekends and/or Fall and/or Spring Breaks

- Consider modifying program and eliminating some activities – get PO approval

Fall or Spring
- Move programming to weekends and/or Fall and/or Spring Breaks

- Consider modifying program and eliminating some activities – get PO approval

- work with PO
- Investigate if funds can be used in amended fashion?
- cancel (not preferred)
Activities with Robust Summer Component (not PK-12)

(Professional Development, Trainings, Workshops, Etc)

Q1: Can the experience go digital?

- YES
  - Digital protocol:
    1. Address IRB protocol change to include digital contacts (and optional recordings)
    2. Set up D2L site and zoom (or other platform)
    3. Set up weekly team meetings with staff
    4. Set up daily check-ins with participants up to 3x day (= mentoring)
    5. ID on line program options & learning activities
    6. Define weekly deliverables for participant to perform

- NO

Q2: Can it take place in Fall 2020 and/or Spring 2021?

- YES
  - Fall or Spring
  - Move programming to weekends and/or Fall and/or Spring Breaks
  - Consider modifying program and eliminating some activities – get PO approval

- NO
  - Fall & Spring

Q3: Can it be postponed until Summer 2021?

- YES
  - Request Extension or if your last year – request No Cost Extension

- NO
  - Work with PO
  - Investigate if funds can be used in amended fashion?
  - Cancel (not preferred)

COVID-19 protocols in workspace/labs:
- 6 foot distance – no more than 1 individual in a space at a given time
- No show with symptoms
- Digital preferred
- Opt out option
- Wipe/clean/wash constantly

IRB protocol: if you have IRB for this effort, you will need to change your language for digital approach
Spring 2020 Activities that required in-person participant contact

Ex: Interviews, Focus Groups, Observations, Trainings, Educational presentations, Mentoring, etc.

Q1: Can the experience go digital?
- YES
- NO

Digital protocol:
1. Address IRB protocol change to include digital contacts (and optional recordings)
2. Set up weekly team meetings with staff
3. Set up participant contact schedule
4. ID on line program options & learning activities (if relevant)
5. Define weekly deliverables for participant to perform (if relevant)

Q2: Can it take place in Fall 2020?
- YES
- NO

- Adapt IRB to reflect this.
- Inform participants and reschedule

Q3: Can it be postponed until Spring 2021?
- YES
- NO

- Request Extension (if needed)
- Work with PO
- Investigate if funds can be used in amended fashion?
- Cancel (not preferred)

COVID-19 protocols in workspace/labs:
- 6 foot distance – no more than 1 individual in a space at one time
- No show with symptoms
- Digital preferred
- Opt out option
- Wipe/clean/wash constantly

IRB protocol: if you have IRB for this effort, you will need to change your language for digital approach
IMPORTANT LINKS


• UA Research site: https://research.arizona.edu/covid19

• UA Online Student Resources: https://student.it.arizona.edu/

• COE Remote teaching resources: https://www.notion.so/Remote-Teaching-Resource-Guide-c22ce54f01ea48e7987fd14fa26fca9a